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1 Introduction
In robotics, it is very useful to have a model describing the
mechanics of a robot. The model consists of a state (config-
uration and velocity of each part of the robot) and equations
of motion that tell how the state evolves in time. In order to
do calculations, the state needs to be expressed in numbers.
There is no unique way to do this, nor is there a universal
‘best’ way (it depends on what needs to be calculated).
For walking robots, the robot’s absolute position must be re-
flected in the state. Usually one chooses to include the pose
and velocity of the torso in the state (i.e., the torso is taken
as the reference body). However, sometimes it is useful to
choose a different reference body; in particular the stance
foot is a good choice.
2 Equations of motion and coordinate transform
Let Q(tor) denote the configuration of the robot with the torso
as reference frame, i.e., Q(tor) =(Hwtor,q), whereH
w
tor ∈ SE(3)
is the homogeneous transformation matrix [1] representing
the pose of the torso expressed in world coordinates and q is
a n-element vector of all internal joint angles. Also, let v(tor)
denote the generalized velocity of the robot with the torso
as reference frame, i.e., v(tor) = Φ(tor)(Q(tor))Q˙(tor) =
(
Twtor
q˙
)
,
where Φ•(•) is a configuration-dependent matrix, Twtor the
Twist (6D ‘velocity’) of the torso relatively to the fixed
world and q˙ are the angular velocities of all joints. Together,
Q(tor) and v(tor) form a representation of the state of the robot.
Similarly, Q(stf) and v(stf) can be defined, having the stance
foot (stf ) as reference body. For both representations we can
write down the equations of motion:
P¯(tor) =M(tor)v(tor), ˙¯P(tor) =C(tor)P¯(tor) +G(tor) +B(tor)τ; (1)
P¯(stf) =M(stf)v(stf), ˙¯P(stf) =C(stf)P¯(stf) +G(stf) +B(stf)τ. (2)
where P¯(•) is the generalized momentum, which depends
on the representation. The matrices M, C and G are the
well-known mass matrix, and coriolis and gravity vectors.
B(•) =
[
0n×6 In×n
]T and τ are the joint torques. Usually
the equations of motion in the model are (1), where the torso
is taken as the reference frame. An explicit expression for
M is given in [2].
The relation between M(tor) and M(stf) is M(stf) =
E−TM(tor)E−1. Similar relations exist for P¯, C and G.
3 Applications
The stance foot reference frame vectors and matrices, P¯(stf),
M(stf), C(stf) and G(stf), have some nice features not found in
other representations. A few of them will be listed here. The
proofs are left behind in this abstract.
1. When walking, the stance foot stands still on the ground.
This is reflected in the first six elements of P¯(stf) being
zero.
2. It is easy to check the required joint torques to keep the
robot statically stable in a certain configuration. The last
n elements of G(stf) directly reflect the actuator torques
needed. Moreover, the first 6 elements give information
about the COM of the robot being above the stance foot
(which is needed to prevent falling over) or not.
3. M(stf) really reflects the ratio between force and resulting
acceleration accurately. This is not the case for any other
mass matrix representation (e.g., M(tor)). It can be used
to do accurate feed-forward control, as well as (MIMO)
P(I)D-control with well tuned controllers.
4 Conclusions and future work
In this abstract it was shown that (nonlinear) coordinate
transformation may be of help in order to obtain nice expres-
sions for the equations of motion. When well-chosen, the
expressions give much insight and make the life of walking-
algorithm developers easier. However, a few remarks need
to be made.
• All of this is ‘just’ math. We transform one problem into
another problem, which is, fortunately, easier to solve.
However, this theory alone does not solve any problems,
i.e., this theory does not make a robot walk.
• This theory can correctly be used only when exactly one
foot has contact with the ground. During double support
we have an overactuated system with a diminished num-
ber of degrees of freedom, which ruins the correctness of
the results presented here. Solving this is future work.
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